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Outline of case study

• SISA Programme
• How we have embedded it into RGU
• Benefits of this Collaboration
Keeping students’ skills sets work ready is a challenge for all universities within their degree programmes.
SISA Scottish Innovative Student Awards

Ref: Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Education: Guidance for UK Higher Education Providers.
QAA, Jan 2018
How we have embedded it into RGU

• Fast track workshops

• Accredited modules
Benefits of in house accreditation and benefits to students

Robert Gordon University student participants in SISA 2019-20:

SISA LEVEL 1: 379  
FUTURE THINKERS

SISA LEVEL 2: 57  
INNOVATION CATALYSTS

SISA LEVEL 3: 18  
INNOVATION CHAMPIONS

"I learned the importance of working with a culturally diverse group. My group consisted of a range of individuals from the UK and Europe. Each had a perspective and experience which gave us an encompassing viewpoint for the task. Looking to the future this represents how globalised the modern world is, and how significant and important it is for a business to consider multiple cultures and ideologies, especially when considering expanding. This project has allowed me to consider different cultures and viewpoints. Applying this to my future business will allow me to avoid potential risks in this globalised world."

- 4th Year Student, Robert Gordon University

NEVER STOP LEARNING, BECAUSE LIFE NEVER STOPS TEACHING

WWW.LIVELIFEHAPPY.COM